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From the staiKlpoJiit ..of classical statistics* 

a solid is considered to be mete up of atom which tore., 

OB the average* SkT ergs of vibrational energy per a tost* 

If there are Sf^ atmm in the solid*. the average energy of 

the assembly Is then SBys?» Since the derivative of this 

quantity with respect to the teas>eraiure is the specific 

heat of the body one ©sepeets* classically* a specific 

■beat which is Independent of the temperature# 

Etporimemta on the specific heat of solids show 

that this result is essentially true for most solids at 

room teaperatur© m$& above but- that' for low besgaeraturoc 

the specific heat falls below this value and aetuaLly 

approaches soro at absolute sero#. Ms result is 

ime^laipable by classical methods* 

She first attempt to treat the problem of 
gj. 

specific teats quantum mechanically was made by Einateirt * 

i3b££ regarded the atoms in the crystal as independent three 

dimensional quisitum sc^aanical oscillators Which vibrated 

with m constant frequency shout thoir mean rest positions* 

She specific heat obtained in this way does approach th© 

classical value for high temperatures ate docs approach 

scro at the absolute scro of teuporaturej however* the 



shape of ih© cmnrOjf especially m ttio low temperature 

region, is not In agreement with the experimental results* 

Sis average energy of a quantum mechanics! 

E m 

If a solid is considered as made up of quantum mechanical 

oscillators then by the theory of nomal coordinates* the 

specific beat associated with the nomal modes of yibra~ 

tton lying in the frequency range MBOSST? —*>-n/ 4 Gif will 

ACv — A,Y\ ^ ^o.v 
ST 

St HtX 

(.e^-vY 

s»v\ 

whore Ah is the mssaber of ©odes of iribration In this fre- 

queney ranges 

^ho spectra© of possible ‘values of the froqaencies 

in a solid body will actually consist of a large number of 

discrete frequencies! however* those frequencies* If the : 

number of atoms in the solid Is large* lie so close 

together that they may be considered to continuously di&~ 

tribute according to the relation 

Ah *■ MV) A.V 

where is the distribution function# 

fh© total specific beat is then 

G. Is w 

h?n» 
w/m 

M: 

(o' -1)‘ 



is tli© luaschara frequency of the normal vibrations* 

If -all of trio oscillators are considered to list's 

tb© same frequency* tbsn th© distribution function becomes 

m delta function*. If this is substituted in fee above 

equation* the result of Einstein is obtained* 
. - £ 

Debyo* however* treated, tbo solid as a 

end showed that with tills assi&sption the distribution 

tion is proportional to the square of th© frequency*. Ho 

adjusted the msxlmm frequency so that' Sis integral of 

the distribution function over the Interval V s 0 —» T/ 

was Hire© times Hie number of atoms In the crystal con¬ 

sidered^ i*e« jr the total niESher of normal vibrations* 

Shis theory is in bettor agreement with osporimental results 

than that of Einstein* but sore refined measurements have 

shown that this apjmnrfta&fcion is still very rough at low 

temperatures, 

About the same bine that Debye published his 

theory of specific heats* Bom md von Esrman^ considered 

the problem from the standpoint of the actual vibrations 

of a lattice of mass points situated at the positions of 

the atoms in a crystal. By considering the harmonic 

vibrations of those lattice points about their scan root 

positions due to an acstasad Hooke*a law.force between 

points and by assuming a sot of periodic boundary o©nd£“ 



coordinates of tlie wave vector 1B propagation vector space* 

*2his theory did sot most with imsssdiafo approval 

because of th© apparent agreement of fee Dobya theory with 

experiment and beeauso of the difficulty of carrying cut 

tb© theory for a specific crystal* 

Later developments in experimental techniques, 

which have allowed acre refined measuresanta on specific 

heats to bo sued©, have shown that a mono do tailed treateonfc 

than indicated by Bebye was neoosssryf anal since 1988, 

Blaclsasn*''' Fine* Leighton and Hon troll have* by 

different methods* carried out th© Born, von Kerman theory 

for the calculation of the frequency spectrum of various 

crystals of the cubic typo* Bach of those calculations 

indicate that the method is probably correct* however* each 

of the methods of approximation that have been used requires 

almost an impossible amount of escalation in order to 

obtain a reasonable approximation to the cerreet result* 
Q« 

With this in mind* Houston, . in 1918, proposed a 

method of calculating the frequency distribution which 

seemed to give a fair api>rood.mtloB to the correct distri- • 

button with a reasonable amount of labor* It is with the 

.extension of this method that this paper is primarily eba- 

oeimefi,. M detailed treatment of his method will bo con** 



THE SHXEH1SA1 KAKBOIfXC SERIES AFgBCKI3&3?XQff 

Introduction 

Site solution of tlio dynamleal conations of 

notion of a sot of throe dimnslonol mss points situated 

at the positions of the a tests of a crystal can ho reduced* 

by a transformtlon to normal coordinates* to a sot of SB 

equations involving tbs sqvmm of bit© vibrational frequent 

eiea, Bare II is the amber of different types of atoms 

included in the basic crystal .coll*. Ibis set of equations 

produces a secular deterejiaant that can be solved far the 

possible frequencies in terns of the coordinates of the 

imve propagation vectors of the first Brillouin sons of 

reciprocal lattice space, Uieae vectors fill the space of 

the Brlllouin sons unifarsiXyi and since the density of bh© 

vector in the space is proportional to the nssaber of ateste 

in the crystal considered* om cm% mke the crystal largo 

enough so that fee roots of the .secular determinant ©ff©c~ 

tively defines a continuous curve* lb© detominent can 

then bo solved for ary point in the sons and if it is 

solved for enough, points* the frequency distribution 

function can be found* 

A*. tBae Lisa Apgroxliaatlon IJebhod 

Along ary one radius vector dram from the center 

of the reciprocal lattice* the frequencies are JsMOtiblih 



'©IT .distance only* If the secular determinant is 

solved for the froqnomles along this lino* the solutions 

can bo inverted to give the distance from the origin to 

tli© point at which the frequency has xmy assigned value* 

Since the quantity r^dr gives the volume element of an 

infinitosinal son© between r and r 4 dr- 'along the radios 

vector*- then tit©- quantity r%r/dvJ Mil gi« the volume 

element between -V and V 4 dV of an infinitesimal cone along 

the same lino. If the secular equation ear. be solved for 

■the distributism along a sufficiently large number of these 

lines-* then the m of these distributions Multiplied by 

the density of points In the Brlllouin seme will give the 

total frequency distribution function* 

*2Q reduce the number of linos that need be con** 

sldared one can observe that ibora can. be no- difference In 

tbs properties 'of a crystal In directions that are sgmmWfb* 

oaHy oriented with respect to the syimetry a»s and planes 

of the crystal# It can then be expected, that the secular 

determinant should have the sssse symmetry properties as 

the crystal from which It was $h£& can be easily 

verified by applying to the secular detsmimnt:, the group 

of transform ttmm under istiieh the crystal lattice is 

invariant* therefore*- the only lines that need be con¬ 

sidered are those lying within the lowest symssetry vol®s© 

of the Brillouin zom in reciprocal lattice space* For a 

cubic crystal this voltsao is l/48 of the volume of the sons* 



argument is embodied in Houston* s 

then asbustei that Sis fm&Wmk:. 

M: 
F(T4 % P3 a *ne 

eon he expanded $si a series of surface spherical bEax^nSes* 

the coefficients of bbieh are functions of icJ 

W* % #) « y f^V} X.;{% M.,.(Ua} 
* 

Sines the function on the loft hand side above has the- ■ 

.symmetry of the crystal lattice* the only spherical 

harmonics needed on the Bight are those ttjiolx are ■ iirjsriarb 

under fh© |pmip of trarsfc&^aticsss to ttxleih tlio crystal 

lattice is iiwarlarb* *2ho i\mofelons £4 Cl**) can ho obtained 

as exactly as desired by considering the- simltsaeoua 

equations formed by S toms of the scries written for the 

function F (>?*©>]$) evaluated along E different linos sad 

allowing E to become very large.* 

BPX ' ■ - 

* '21 %M #.# ***;Ci*ab) 

the cojwergeroe of this aeries approxlmtion Is then. dcp©a»- 

deiab upon the particular lines chosen so that if lines trere 

chosen in directions typical of the distribution one might 

expect that the series would converts very rapidly* 

If one then integrates the function F(V^#^) 

over the complete'5 

function is- obtained* 

H(V) -r jj P(V*S*j2') sin © m &0_ ' _ *** 41,2a) 

ITmm. the right band side of equation (1*34 is substituted 

in the above* there results 



■WM ■# Z. [f ^ToM*) mm 

since all of the spherical harmonies of higher order than 

saro vanish la tho intagrotion* Ihe 1L <V) cast bo obtained 

la tsma of the F^S^^g) by solring fhs sot of equations 

(i*lb)* Since it Is the product i0{V) X0 that is signi£i*» 

cant* the ¥Q. need not be noisaaXisod*. From o oasldenations 

of the d©terrainexit solution of the sot of equations (l^lb) 

it cm be soon that the reminder of the harmonies need 

not b© noismllaed non ontbo^sml to each other as losig at' 

they mm independent and orthogonal to 'die f0* 

B* l?oxnalisati&B of the ApproaSmte Blstnlbutlon Jhmetlon 

!13ie roiusie dietribution fmiction obtained la 

this nay will pot* in general.# when integrated# giro the 

relics of tile Brillouin son© considered da© to the finite 

sanies -approsdtsmticm for tlxe radial di ©trlhution function 

and the number of lines considered* . 

Fixe fana of ‘the specific hast Integral is ■ 

h2 (Ve^T NHAA>) 
V*3T“J 

which indicates that for very low values of the tempera**- 

tares the fc&m of the distribution function ia hapofiant 

only for low values of the frequency and about any other 

values of the frequency where the distribution curve 

tends to infinity* For higher teasq^ natures* however# a" 



& 

Baylor bs series sponsion of the doiimiimbor of the above 

£nte$rand shows that the value of the specific boat is- pro- 

poriioiml to ®&© tetefipBl. of the funffitiNii*- 

’Bie nmmalizatian of the distribution function mast then be 

made in such a my that ttie low frequency pint of the curve* 

Which should be the iaost accurate portion* is not disturbed 

bhiX© the high frequency portion is altered to give the 

correct value to the area* It would also be desirable for 

Idi© parameters involved in the normalisation procedure to. 

hmm acme physical significance* Ibis. prooXcn will be near* 

sidared further in Section 111* 

Although the method of expansion in a harmonic 

series can be applied to all crystal classes* only those 

with, cubic syoaastry will be considered in this paper*. S3a© 

particular harmonies needed for the expansion of the dis¬ 

tribution function for this type of crystal will be con¬ 

sidered' in tfa© smrfc section* 
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■ SKCl’lOK 12 

mm CUBIC misciacs 

i^troduci-toii 

Shero ispe two possible iscth-cds of obtaining 

surface spherical harmonica that are invariant under th© 

safe of rotations and reflections of a cube* Hi© a-aao 

result Is readied If tbs nomination of spherical harmonics 

of order H are fomd that &r© invariant. or If a sot of 

Invariant polynomials are first obtained and then odfc&ina-** 

tiona of these ixjlynojal&Xs found that are spherical 

imi^ionios of order H« 

Has aooond method Is followed boro only because 

of tlie simplicity of approach by tills method* fh© follow¬ 

ing -coincides -essentially v&th the method -and results'-of' 

0* Xaporte'" %€io considered the problem of invariant 

harmonics in a more general way* 

iU She gable Bwarlmnt goiynoialals 

Consider first a simple cube with the axes of a 

rectangular reference system placed so that the axes inter** 

soot the faces of the cube perpendicularly at the center 

points of th© individual faces*- (l?igure 1) If this sot 

of axes la- considered fixed to the cub©* then eny rotation 

or reflection of the cube can ho considered as a rotation 

or reflection of the coordinate system* Sic so operations 

on the cube*- then*, can ho represented by a sot of 



z 

FUTURE. 1 

THE. TtaANSFOR-rOAtioTM AXELS OF A CUBE. 



tronsfcassations of the rectangular ms.* It can be seen 

that this set of transformations has. the property that 

the transformied axes are superirapomd upon the original 

ones*. 

5his set of tr©nsf ©motions can be wltten &$&n 

by simply showing, in some sohomtie fashion, the dire©- 

blom of the transformed axes in. boras of the original set# 

Far example, since the cub© is invariant to a rotation of 

90® in a eloelcoise direction around the x axis, this trass* 

formation could bo witter, as, 

*7 

.if ire 'mmm by y —■*• -s, the transformed y axis ooinddos 

with the original direction -s* All of the rotations and 

reflections of the cube could be mitten in- litis imyv 

Since fire possible transformations of tbs 

system wet x-^y, y—* s, s—(rotation of 120® wound 

-the lino x>y*s in the original system)! x—*-~3s, y—*• y, 

s—r z (reflection of the x axes through the ys plane)! 

X —♦x* y -—«yy a—*s (reflection of the y axis through the 

xs plane)? x—*-x, y—*.y, a—(reflection of the s axis 

■Qsrough the xy plane )|; and the transformation shown in the 

above example, it is seen that any polynomial in x» y4 and 

x that is to be invariant under such transformations asst 

bb Invariant t© a ©Jiange in slip of any one of the 

variables and met b© symmetrical wife respect to at* y> and 



fo satis .shovs* 

'the poljacaalflls .latsfc b© polynomials of an ssrsaa pome® Js* , 

ss, y$ and sf. that; Is, each tom of the pol^imilaX must bo 

of the fora ad^y®^* whore r, s, and t are positive even . 

mashers including sore* So satisfy the second condition, 

to bo spas®tribal, with respect to x, y* said %f the poly- 

nosalal mist bo of the fam4 

■ 4- 4 x^s3 4- f ^ 4 afW' *^-Csa) 
Since r? a* and t can. take on any oven integral 

values* this gives the fossa. for all of tits 'independent 

polynomials that have cubic invariants* Ifaeso polynomials 

trill be denoted by Ji?*aj»fQ , whore the square brackets • 

indicate the sum of all the permutations of the r^s^t as 

powers of x*y,s as in the above expression 124) * If 

& 4 & 4 t-> there trill be six tsasas in the expression, as 

shams however* if r a s / t* there will bo only three 

terms | and if a? *»■ s «• % -only one term will appear* . 

B* fhe iaaaber of Invariant Polynomials of Cutler .H 

It will bo of Interest to find 'all of th& indo— 

pendent polynomials of order H *?: r 4- s 4 t? and tho number 

of each typo of polynomial [r,s#t] of order IT* as- Indi¬ 

cated above* that are cubic invariants*. •■ 

1* folynoialsQLij of the typo ^r*r#rj * 

Since y I y 4 r s Hf the order of the polyna&Ial, 

and since r must be an even integer, then this typo of 

polynomial will appear one tisao for an 1? if B is divisible 

by Six* 



S*. IbXynesaials of the type tr*©*©] *■ 

Shis type of polynomial will appear Tor any 

order 11 as many tiiaes as tsro difTerent even numbers* p 

and a, ape such ihafc p 4- 2s » IU- Hew p* -s* and B ape all 

©pen. so that we can lot p/2 » Rj H/2 « n* so that B | g s a» 

If we write* 

# s* s ** It 

wo so® that* sine© -s is ©pen* R is mmn if a Is ©Tea* and 

1 is odd if n is odd; Skat is* 

(a) FOP a even* R goes from 2*2*4#6*» fc #'* * yB* 
(b) FOP a odd* R goes frees 1*3*5#?**#**.*.*su 
(c) If SE » a* tills polynomial met be rolooted for 

this is type l*. 

be may tabulate the three above oases* 

(a) For u/2 even* the masker of occurences of [r*s*s] 
. Sm- (W * 0/4 \ 

<b) Fop M/2 odd*, tbo number of eoeur-eases of 
■ is CR 4 2}/4 « 

. ‘(e) For w/6 an integer* subtract one ifeesr.$0 bp fbl* 
\ 

b. 

3* Polynomials of the type \r>»#.iQ 

■ Xh© simplest way of determining; the msaber of this 

typo fop a given order I is to determine the total mmbor 

of terms of all the independent invariant polynomials of 

order M end subtract from it three times -the masker of 

occurrences of type 2* polynomials* and then sib tract one 

swr© fop 1. ■ if S' is divisible by six* Uxis nill then 

be six times the number of polynomials of the type JrySyt} 

since there are six olestonts to cad), polynomial of this 

%ps*. 



If m fssasi© tbol** 

«&$©***&** aftoi* rnm^: im Imm .*#■& fiifiia# 

J® *»-« «ft. 38§ffl® 

S«t% M %«» si 

W& :f ^ ** ijt «p ■# «)i*.«jiisft* it it 

«0b®-t&a3? 3% y# ®2*- « £te»% Hi© ab©» 

mat fe© imilbi$li©$ by 3 so tb&t fb© un&ibd® of msya ia thou 

®&fm %* . ■ ■’ ’/. 

& * iijy^jB^ii. 



(b) For Il/B odd* 

t . ■ (g - 4 fl). 

(o) Fox* 11/6 on Integer, 3/5 smist be. added to {&) or (b}» 

fBion for the total number of invariant poly- 

sis of order II we have* 

(&J W/2 avoxt* (B ,,# 4) (1? 
•43- 

Cb) B/2 odd* (B 4 2) Cl? 
48 

(o| H/0 on Integer* -add 1/5 to {a) or (b)* 

€f*. ffhe Xiryariant Surface Spherics! Hjamooioa of Order Jf« 

la. order to obtain the invariant baronies -of 

order II*. the combinations of invariant polynomials of order 
* 

B must be found such that ■ 

fnC^*j*-t'3 ?s- 

If stay one of the invariant po3.ynoia3.ulo of order II is taken 

it may be mad© into a. spherical harmonic of order 1? by sub* 

-P;' v , fi' 

tracting from it the polynomial rnF^.0C^*y»s) where r 

ts»0*a] and F^gCa^yvs} la a general polynomial of order 

If-B with arbitrary coefficients and making the relation 

satisfy baplao©fs equation 

C %,rgkE«3y&}• 3 ® ® CB#2:3 

■4' 
Shis process gives Just the required mnsbar of equations 

to determine fclm constants in F^g(%*y*s3.<- Of coarse*, 

sinee the resulting harmonies are to be invariant* wo need 

only consider %~2 ®& the general invariant polynomial of 

order Ms method* however* produces only one 



liow {^ ) 3 is a general 

'SM^wmSMmt polynomial of order If but all of ib# eeisiiiSitbsi • 

ere net arbitrary* 1*hln aecoumta for the fact that only 

one immrl&ab harmonic appears. frost the process Indicated 

3M &0mtiau {2} top a particular' Jr*s»ti] « If* then* wo 

consider a general invariant polynomial %fe.»y#rs) of order 

B and form 
|g 

^ } «■ o •■ *«»{2fS} 

and sot the coefficients of ©abb. power ecgaMn&tioii of st*. 

y and s equal to aero* then the necessary Jmnconles will b© 

obtained* Xf more than one invariant harmonicexists 'for 

any order* this fact will appear in the number of arbitrary 

constants that arc not determined by the above process* 

Ihe independent hsrsonios of that order May then be 

date-mined by oliooeing* In succession* one of the constants 

unity and the remainder as. zero* 

It is ©osy* now* to compute the master of 

invariant harmonies that exist for tatty order B from the 

information known about the invariant polynomials* Consider 

first* however, the operation tr*s*iO 

{ ^ 2 
■■§ 

O ■■:*«*■ 
V/ 2

?4 3 



m 

:Q& that 

4fsfe»v f/Sii;-"S-'5 

Xsa doing this for the different spocifio cases account isust 

be tahon of tbs maaber of teslas represented by the original 

braebot and the final bnetels» 
O' 

PTm tills it can, be seen that,\?"£^{x,y:g:s.} « 

g^gfcs^y^s) #i©r0 'f and g are general invariant polynosalals 

of order a and a-0 w^eetivoly* Shea fresa Laplaee*s ©gsm** 

tion there results as may etpMtiosss for the detereilmtlou 

of tbs constants an ther© as?© independent polynomials of 

order n~S* Since the number arbitrary constants in fn(x,yf s) 

is equal to tho number of invariant polynosiials of order »* 

then tli© difference between the of invarlent poly* 

Bsmials of os?dcr n and order m*S gives ih© number of inde»- 

pendoat surface spherical harmonics of order a that ha?© 

cubic invariance^ If IT© denote this msaber by S, then for 

the thro© easas, 

<«> M/S own, s. mmmizmm * suti. 
- - ■ 4a ■ w' 

ib) M/a oM, .a» mmm?±zJMmm>i 9 UL§ 
4S-- i& 

Co) .{!) 1! /Q integer, add 1/3 to (a) or (b)« ■ 

(S) (B*»0}/6 integer, subtract 1/3 from (a) or (bK 

D* Hie Cubic BarissonSon 

By the method indicated. • above one nay find 

harmonic functions of the form .whoa?© 1^($#0) 



$is a surface spherical harmonic with cubic invariance* 

One might accordingly divide the above e3tpresaiona 

obtained by r11 and than actually transform the oppression 

into a combination of associated Legendre factions 

multiplied by apjaepriate cosines of multiples of tiie 

angle 0-« If ttiia were don© for' tlio thro© lowest order 

polynomials* the three Cable Ilansonies of lowest order* -as 

obtained by Bathe-* would bo found* Since it lias boon - 

shown previously that those cable hamonics* for the 

present purposo* need not bo normalined or orthogonal* as 

long as. all are independent and orthogonal to the first 

one* the form of the htnsiomics need not be- changed from 

that of the pclyncmisl divided by r- * fhese may be written* 

without a change of fern* in terms of powers of cos 0* 

sin S* cos sin 0t. which is convenient for miseries!, wm*k*. 

If wo mean by “¥<v ton ’ 

we imy-write " ■ • •. ■ > ..‘h-h 

£r*s>t£ « sia^# cos% (BXTF-0 CQS3$ -f &&£*$ eo^0 } .**(ss 

•-#' .sinF^# cos3# {&ii?0 cos^ 4 siw% eosr$ } 

f sins*u# cos5*0 Csin3^ cosV i blnuj$ coss$ ) 
•.* * 

£r*s>s^ r sinf ooss© (ain^ oan®0 ■# sim3]^ ecs3^ } 

f sin^0 toa^# GOB®0- 

^r*r#r^ JS sisi^0 cos*# sinP|$ &mx0 . 

Since the method of obtaining the cubic Imx^aonlcs 

from the invariant polymasdals is fairly simple and since 



w 
sH of *2.1,0 seeded isfamal&on about these luamonlos 1ms 

been obtained, there la little adimnta^o, fop the present, 

purpose, in m^itisag dom the eubic hsrsionie- fop an 

arbitrary order nm Hi© first oi^ib cubic teo 

o&sily obtained by the dbwe laethed and op© as follosss 

Harmonics of the same order are alioxm with identical 

subscripts but different supsraesripts* ihose am opthog*- 

onal to all the horsa-ionies of different order but not 



mmmn xxi 

Introduction 

. Slue© th© ©mot fo:m ©r the function F{V*©#J^) 

is not Imosn for any specific crystal lattice* the eon- 

vorganee of this series approximation carnet; b© detemlned 

by straight forward jseihads* Bom Imowlodg© of the 

rapidity of convorgemc can bo gained* however* by con¬ 

sidering an example for which the exact distribution 

function is known so that the approximation ©an be 

evaluated by comparison with the 3mown function*. 

Perhaps the most simple type of distribution 

function to which this method can bo applied is a spherical 

■voles© distribution enclosed in a cube* *2his ©sample will 

bo treated In tills section* First* however* solutions will 

be obtained for the system of equations {1.1a) making use 

of the invariant harmonics fcimd in Section IX* 

JW fhreo* Ferny* and Five line Approximations 

b© made appear in figure 2 and arc as follows* 

m. # . © 
(2) X :ss- y? a «t 0 

{$) Xs|ft 2 
I#.) :■§&■ .is- .Egr # s 
C&’l y #■ m %/*> 

Hie corresponding polar angles for the above lines sag 

in terms of-cosines and sines of G and $ are shops in 

Xhe lines along which the series expansion will 



Hi© choice of these liras is based both upon the ease in. 

obtaining tk© £am& of the radial distribution function 

along them anti obtaining a group of lines approximtoXy 

evenly spaced in the lowest invariant w£txsm of a cube* 

Site volume can bo taken to be the volume bounded by tbe 

planes passing tlu’eugh the first three of the -above ’lines 

in the positive octant as shown in Figure £» 

Hhsn the above values of the polar angles are 

inserted in the first -five expressions of (2*6) the values 

of the cubic harmonies arc as given in fbble II® 
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lino Eo % % 
<f9&i £>* ■ 4 

C&) 1 .,.■£■ ,4. .M, 
■4 wmk 

■-, 4s®i:. 
~ 58410 

mmm 
557824 

2^ & ^ i& X* i&o distribution HmetXoa (l*2b) is. 

HCTJ) * 4ir%&/} 

wisere %{ff) is saiapated frcsa the. sot or equations {X*,l!>} # 

If tile Amotions along ttie first ISiree linos in 

Sable X and the conrosponding hassaonio values &oa *Bable XX 

are inserted in tills sot of equations, and tlie e<pafcto»s 

ore solved for f^CV)* there results 

HtV) - 4TTf0(V) st |~~~%X0 PCl^OO) f 176 F(V,JE-ftO) * 

99F (V, cos x TT 
' # 

m 

If the funefcioiis for tlio first four IIms and the oofr©*^- 

spondirg IrmmoniGS are used* wo have 

IlirV) s ~JLlW2 P(V*qO) * 1G8 FCV^-ll^O) *,r.(3*Xb) 
ji'Oy Mg 

X 1 ' TT * . _^. . ::‘**SL 
- SSP^eos ~ Jj4- # ~g~) 4 151 FftkcosT 

If the first tames lines and tlie fifth. lino are uco&j, 

there results ■ 

Sfi/J & 4 TTA, {T/ )X*|!hnv ?*8GF{TA>0 * 0) % ^ .»-JiL # 4#ti ^ 

1 - XW(«i/,J[L.*0) - SOFC^oos"1 — r JJUJ ^ 5 



83S& $$ all fir© lines and harmonics am used w& hm® 

H(V) at 4TT{~4P£V*Qp} f- 99Ff^JL*0> f 

epci^cosr1 i * JL > # #JL l 
T8 ' ■# * s ; # 

(V 
*1 3 

Hiia set of equations then gives the rnmmv in 

which the radial functions *03? a distribution with ewtoie 

invariance must too eontoiuod to give the correct approxiaa*- 

^ lb© Distribution Pune felon for the Spherical ¥olusio 

in k Cubs 

!2ho exact form of tire distritetibn Iteration for 

the spherical iroXuise elmsst enclosed in a cub© mm bo 

easily obtained by eonsidor&feton of Figure St Xh© edge 

of the orb© Is tahen arbitrarily s&TT * Shis Is oquiva^ 

lout to 4iis solution for the Smxnmmj dlstribution 

nithin a hypothetical cubic Brlllouin sone which has i$m 

property that- the frequency associated with a point in 

the sene is Just equal to the distance front the center of 

the sene to- the point being eonsidenod» 

fh© expression for a spherical velum element 

between T and 3? 4 dr (which Is lit© mussbez* of frequemles 

be tween -i/c p for on© frequency per unit 
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wm 



Part 3* 'ft 

WOT this range the lower limit on 0 is obtained 

by equating .tbs lower limits on « in Parts %. 

ciTS^} 
oo» 0 11 

so that 

X 
4 

!&o lisalts of # are th© same as Part Q, so that for this 

rang© 

Hi© atws taro© expressions then giro tbs total distribu¬ 

tion Junction* 

lbs approximate distribution function for the 

abore problem is determined from equations (5»1) for the 

cartimilai? three* four* and fire 11ns appi^xisations 

indicated.. fhe spherical 'volume clement for ma infini- 

iesimX cons is the same in -all directions from the origin 

so the form of the radial distribution function is oiaaply 

Shis function along any line indicated hj the subscript m 

will be cut. off when die line intersects the bounding 

<3*4) 
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fh© choice of linos fox’ the five lino approxima¬ 

tion is not too good for tills particular example since two 

of the Xitm& hmm appmsliaatoly &qual polar assies and are 

Situated in a region in which th© distribution is 

s^BMotrioal in the mimUrnl angle 0, mis symmetry icings 

about His eutseasiv© peak in' the middle of the curve* For 

ddstribut&oas that do not hare this type of symmetry this 

choice of lines gives a sosssMmt better result as Is 

' indicated in- the results of Section XV* 

to of the had features typical of this approx!** 

aatloa method is the spurious peaks that occur correspond¬ 

ing to the end points of the lines chosen*. Although the 

individual peaks trill diminish in importance with, the 

greater number of linos token* they trill still exist to 

an appreciable extent unless the method is carried out for 

a groat somber of terms in the series* 

peaks occur because the radial distribution 

function is essentially that of a volume element of an 

irfinitcsiml cone around the radius v,ecter considered*, 

and the whole voXuis© elemmt is taken even at the point 

where the radius vector intersects Si© cube face* If the 

radius vector intersects the face at 'right angles to it# 

then the peaks may be iustified* If# however, the radius 

vector intersects the face at an angle or at' an edge Or 

& corner* then a portion of the eon© vela®© actually lies 

outsit the cub© surface* Sic fraction of the con© 

element* near the end of Si© con©# lying outside the 



m 

atsface depends, of course, upon tee angle that tee com 

makes with the cub© f&ea* ' Xf the com intersects the 

cube at an cog© or- a cornu,, then all of the ©cm element 

at the cad point lies outside of the surface* Figure &»■ 

shows these cones in. tk© direction of tee first tere© 

lines of fable X largely oitcggoratcd to illustrate tills 

and offset* 

■ £• Correction for the Corn Ends 

In certain 'eases, the pocks that appear In tbs 

' distribution function may be justifiably rounded off and 

make fib© approximation oven tetter by considering a con® 

of finite sis© around each line and subtracting from the 

distribution function that part of the com vein®® near 

the end of the radius vector blmfc lie# outside the volume 

of the cube, 

2n the following analysis Figures S through 0 

and the following symbols are used* 

Ugg $* length of the radius vector to the point of Sater*-- 

section with ill© cate face* 

# * length of tee radius • vector to fete volume element 
considered*, ■* 

a t ^ fepay. '** r) 

$* angle fro® the normal to the intersecting f&oe to 

tee radius vector r 

-sr half angle, of tee com around the radius vector r 

<* 

ft * tin 4^ 
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Sho cones considered* cl though finite* trill, too sufficiently 

mail so that sia can bo replaced by ©.,* TIIQ mn® 

©laments trill bo canaidei’od to bo- circular disks* 

Gas© 1« 2ho voluao clement of a oono intersecting tho cube 

fsc© at an angle* 

a*® the similar triangles rnhmn 4s Figure b, 

:f®£ *t «* A;3T 

at the point that the eons intersoots the ©wb© race* 

this the intersection occurs n!faen 

1# ^ 

•T 

r 

i f 

Figure 6 shorn an and view of this cone* 3Sm 

lis© &B is the intersection line of the con© and the cube 

face* Site© the volume ©learnt is considered to be a disk* 

tli© volume ia proportional to the area of the eirels shown 

in this figure* Sic wltaao ©leeoast till be consfclored 

to the point of intorscction of the oom aedts with the 

cub© swrfa.ee* 

Sb© area inside tbo surface can bo divided into 

thro© partsi l*.©*.,.' ■feso equal triangles (fe) and a circular 

sector Cs}* Si the region 

m 3? 
M 

■ lf^% 

the distance a in Figure 6 is given by 

^ oC ^ ;y 
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FIGURE. 5 

INTERSECTION OF A GOME AND 

CUBE SueFAce. 
FP.CE OF A GOME INTEE-SBCTINC^ 

A CUBE SURFACE 

FI^UCE 7 

FACE OF GOME. INTERSECTING, A GUBE. AT A CORNE_R 





internee fcion occurs on both sides or the cone* 

OEBO S* !Eie •saolum ©lojaonb of a eon© intersecting the 
4 

cube fee© at a corner ' 

Ewi Figure thich shows as end view of the 

earn and the lines of intersection JB* BG* C4 with the 

earner of the cube* it is seen that for the range 

•r* ^ %sas 

1 4 (*% 

the fraction of the cone volume inside the cube is fast 

Bn i 
F ». 1 **' n 

J| cos^IrtAr) ^ ioiAr tjre^}2 ~ {oiAr}2] 
it .#% ‘ 

by Caspar is on with equation Cs*-G}( 

For the remaining range . 

:::.; ■ '^is r * 

i + 0 »i ■S** 
'&*-• 

the area .of th© triangle is 

oC 14^) 
tan, 60° * C*r%S 

Since there ore six of those triangle a within the surface* 

the fraction of the v&lmm ©Xomenb inside the surface is 

JjS? .Utiff (oC ^r }2 

S, )s 

(S*S) 



Case 4*- She volume clement of a cone meeting an edge of 

ttie cube at an arbitrary angle * 

Hof errtag to figure which shows the cross** 

section of the eon© considered In te© pimm passing teroagjh 

te© Intersecting edge and the center of the cube* and 

figure 9* which, shoes an end view of the oon© and the 

intersection lines JIB and AO between tbs con© and the ear** 

fae© of tee cab©* It can be shorn teat tbs fraction P of 

the cone ©lesseat valwra© inside the cub© for tbs range 

1 + ftL tanH> 

where \|) is Hi© angle between tee radius vector sad the 

line drawn aomal to cube edge and passing Hirou^i tea 

origin* Is the same as equation {3*PK 

For the rcminlng range .' : 

vs. 
r -« 

. X -f- 9^ tea v|) 
& 

the volume element inside the cub© corresponds to the 

triangles H*9Af and A^OD* and a portion of DOE I that 

corresponds to 1/2 of tee expression S«7 plus tee area of 

tlie sector B!t00n which is ' * 
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FIGURE lO 
CoRRtcxioN FOR A. CONE. 

(ALONC*LINE 4-TABLE I) 

INTERSECTING THE. Coat. 
Sue. FACE. 

FUTURE, il 
Coitit ECTION FOR. A CONE. 

IALONG LINE. 5-TABLE.I) 

INTE-RBECTING THE CUBE. 

SURFACE 

FIGURE 12. 
CORRECTION FOR. A COME 

INTERSECTING THE CUBE 

WORMAL To AN LDGE 

FIGURE. 13 

CORRECTION FOR A CONE 

INTERSECTING THE CUBE 

AT A CORNER 



ox the cubo normally* ©10 dotted lines in Figure 3 

correspond to those collections applied to that ©sample* 

Xt is soon from, tim figure that the approximation can ho 

sad© Quite good £05? this •©sample by &pplying corrooblons 

of this type* 

'She also of the cone as^gl© taken is somewhat 

arbitrary hut if the area under the curr© for tbe approx!-* 

safe distribution function is greater than, the velum© In 

the ©mb© eenstdered* then on# might take th© eon© angle 

the right sis© to noise the area under the ©OTS and the 

corresponding cubs velum© coincide* In ibis W| th© dis¬ 

tribution curve can be normalised in a way that does not 

disturb the distribution as a 'whole* 

In the' next section the Methods discussed in 

tks preceding pora^sphs will be considered in connection 

with &m frequency distribution function of a monatomic 
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Bio parameters a, j oM z is the dotors&i&sat ar© 

the cartesian components of the wars propagation sector 

associated with a freqaoncyi) la propagation 'rector space# 

Duo to the trigonometric fens In «rMch those coordinates 

appear* the fneqaoneies debemlmd by th© determinant nm 

orer their full Fang© of values ^gifcbin the reins© of a cub© 

of edge 2 cymetrieally spaced with respect to the origin 

®b© direction of the edges of tbs cub© are token in the 

direction of tbs ascs# s, y and s* Bio Invariant volume in 

which tho distribution of frequencies mat be found can than 

be taken to bo the volume in tbs positive octant of tbs 

coordinate system boandoa by the planes & cTT * y s* 0* 

3s s s# cad isy as shown in Figure d# 

A«r Xho Solution of Sctmlar Determinant As A Tolusso 

Distribution Around Firs lines In the invariant yoXurte# 

As Indicated In Section X* the abarr© secular 

dctomlnant can b# solved for the frequencies along any 

given lino by .inserting the equation for the lino In the 

above and solring for the frequencies in teas of the 

distance r along the lino frees the origin# She fire lisas 

along which the secular determinant Is solved are those 

used in section XIX#- Bie ratio of the force ■constants 

:^4c' ■ needed for a solution will bo taken to be 0*05 for 

CQwmnlmiG® in caiparlson with Blaelsmn'rs result* 

Bio mdial distribution functions along the first 

throe of these lines hare been given by Houston as follows-? 
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road 8 «■ jjl «- (S/S8) q23 & 

Sfa@ gr&pls. of tJaose fwictioBS is 1B Flgpr© 14* 

For Mas llu© 2 x «- 2y« &, 3* #1%, the roots- of 

the secular dctor&iasBt arc* 

p 2 “i 
% ,«• [0*2 Cl **■ cos y) (11 *§- 2 cos | | 2 cos y)J 
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%f Sf ^£#1 ** .$* # 2 €0#^ jj| 

CSX I 580 cos. y f 430 cos^y' 4 104 eos^jr 4 58* eos^y^**} 

SSJ® plot of those roots as a function of r is shorn in 

Figure IS* 1 

lb© square of each cars?© was then mtlfelpllod by 

Its graphical derimtly© ds?/dq and the resulting cursres 

added to give the radial distributism fraction shotm la 

Figure Xsfr, She data for those owes is glyon in i&ble TX%+ 

Since the dcrimtivo dq./drjai^rQachas z&ro at fete sad 

point of this line* m infinity appears in the radial dis¬ 

tribution function corresponding to this points 

. For. the line y ** ^ a »- ^ a ? the three roots 

of the secular dotersdnant -could not he detca^ainsd 

jpaslytic&Xly so that it was necessary to so lire the s scalar 

determinant point by point along this Xlmcu, 

Xhe seoalar determinant along this line reduces 

& ** EiwS :S . B 
P " B - SJW& W . m 
s y c - 

# 

nhore 

A «. 2ot|X - cos 2y) f 4^(S ** cos 2y son y <* cos 2y cos 3y> 

B # 2*(I - cos y ) *$- 4Y(2 -» cos y cos 3Sy cos % cos 2y) 

If » 2oC(l w cos 5y) if 4 $2 •*» cos Sy cos 2$ cos 3y cos y) 
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than squared and ssiltlplied by the derivative dr/d<| •_ for 

each case* fBse resulting rawes tier© then added to giro 

the distribution Jimction around this lino, If am expands 

the above secular deter^ns&t for tMs lino around the 

point of intersection of fee lino and the cube fane and 

finds the roots of tMs. ©sanded defcersjlranb# it can Is© 

shown, that the derivative dq/dr of me of these roots.# also 

approaches sere at the end point siring rise to the infinity 

dhown in the radial distribution function along this lino 

giver in Figure 10* fable I? gives tho data for the above 

curves* 

B* Xhe Hires and Five line Approsdaaatlons 

Figures 10- and 00 show the throe and five lino 

approxilx® tiers for this cxmaple plotted along with the 

results of Biaslaaaa* Shoe© figures indicate#, as one might 

©apeefe# that fe© appsoadmtlon method converges more 

rapidly for tMs example than th© am Seated to fee last 

section* 

Even for Figure 10# where only three lines are 

mod# the approximation seems to illustrate the aaln 

features of Hie curve* *&© effect of the two additional 

linos in. Figaro 20 is to Improve fee Ms tribe felon ttmsMMk 

cemsiderably in fee middle and high fz’oqnmioy regions* 
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DISTRI&UnoN OF VOLUME. IN TWE FIRST E>R.ILLOUIN ZONE. 
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tends to reduce the order or the appresdmabioa 1B those 

regions whoro it is the iu?cd<BsiBanb factor* OB© m3Lg§brfe^ 

as discussed in Section XII, neglect that part or tSio 

uistrtbirfcion that is negative* One sii^it even go further* 

alttmigh there is really no instillation Ion doing so*, 

and issurov©- the ajjpnosdmtim by considering all cf tlio 

coefficients oX the lino distributions as positive* Shis 

slight be done* partiotfLarly in the vary M@h frequency 

portion or tMs curve* bosunse It Is definite that these 

frequencies osist to sosae extent* 

IT one were to correct this distribution for file 

affect of the com ends discussed in tbs preceding section* 

the result would bo a general smoothing out of the usdddlo 

frequency region and- the elimination of aoao- of the 

infinite peaks* iiotloe* however*- that tb© peaks aloi® tbs 

lines 2 x » 2 y t* z and y ■» ft x & ~ % would net be . 
■   ' ■'  % 

elisadjmted entirely but would be reduced to &m haIf of 

their value at the end points* Biose corrections wcuM 

thus ciiniimte the infinities securing at q » 9*0 and 

q 2* 2«X but would only stake those peaks ©esurlng at q « 2,11 

and q « 2»16 m?c nsrrcrsf*. 'Bio Infinite peaks tfe&b occur 

at the end' point of the line as *» y c 0 would not be effected 

by these corrections since this line saaots the surface of 

the cub© normally, 
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1*85 
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C* MBCmslon of BOBUltS 

She- curve obtained by Htaetooa is probably close 

to the actual distribufion to those regions that So not 

tee a rapidly ©hanging slope* Urn ewe obtained bora* . 

on toe other band* 1® rough, to this region bat 

approaches too correct resalt closer to toe region itsere 

actual sharp peaks to Use function occur.* 

Xt is to be noticed further that if too present 

method Tiers carried out for additional lines placed 

unifomly to too torartoat volume 00 that too amount of 

labor Involved to this method and EXactss&nto method were 

tod same and if toe above mentioned *sa& correoblonB "Were. 

used to connection with too line die tributton method as 

a normalisation procedure* this method would probably 

approach very close to toe actual- distribution* 

Xt has been pointed cut earlier that the harmonic 

functions found in'section XI and too' approximation 

expressions that followed fro® thorn can be applied to any 

crystal of the cubic type* tola has been carried out* for 

8 
the throe line approximation* by Fischer for a body 

centered crystal* and by toe author for a .face centered 

crystal* - Oomparlson with more laborious methods used on 

these models yields approximately the same result as above* 

io- 
Hcmaton has also worked out toils method in too case of 

diamond* again using just tore® lines * and obtains a 



■a' sj*ocd£ic heat cmr<t® feet thin crystal that in smostmis 

closes? to tJie m&m?$Bwntal results th&m Urn mww& pmvlmmly 

obtained by using a distribution based upon- a single Sanaa 
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the method used for obtaining th© secular 

dofci?s3inmit is as follows* 

Consider tlio lattice shorn in Figure (41 ) 

and assume that there exists a Eooke*s laws fore© between 

nearest and next thereat neighbor*3 in the lattice*, let 

the Hook©*s law constant fee oc. for nearest and # for next 

nearest neighbors* 

IS 
Following the notation of heightda let 

denote the displacement from eejsftlibrinm position in the 

X direction of the atom at the position X <? ad* Y » bd 

2 -* ©d where d is the distance between ih© rest positions of 

neighboring atoa along the axes* 

Wo shall also write for eonvcnienco 

*°bbc ** (r‘o ^abc 

%*Hhc ** ^oo^abc 

and OQ ona there ac^e 

tier of the ofeen in th 

is the displac®at in tb© X dir©©- 

t position abbs. 

iho 

KE.*T, 
t 

mms’gg, of the system then becesaos 
% Np .NR 
Z Z z. c*2 

*2 
7o * z~ ) abc 
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Y 

HquiaiL. A 1. 
SnwPLt. HON ATOM \c CUBVC LATTICE. 

• *NEABE.ST NtiQH B OKS (FOBCE. CONST. <x) 
°* %MEXT NEAREST NBQHBOR.5 (Fotact. CONST, y) 
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*2h© suras are taken to indicate -atcmis in the x direction 

Hg 3M tii© y direction and in the z direction,, 

For the potential em®f motion in the direction 

toward os* away froa fixe atcea in question will ho considered* 

©its csnoimts to the first appraslisatlon to the- problem 15id 

potential energy of the atm at position (ubc) is in the 

¥ * § C*r~ *fag ) 

nhsr© and 3?g are the distances between 

nearest neighbors respectively* Shan the potential energy 

■can he written in the form 

f*-) abcl V = So f{* 
l*xx>*o)S * ^aio-%18 t < 001 O 

£ L E
rt-„ >*<*«£ «*) ]

s t D*9U--+ 'oil oia “o’ o- *• "o-.ii' o-n 

>] 

L«W ynoMV y0S ]L * LKato* ^iid^^Wo5 ] 

4 a. 

■J0. _g ""S wv ao>Lc ♦ [•wv’^1 w S 
^he Leijrangian function is then U!*f 
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{D 

•a 
•-is* 

£**. 4 

iS r -iign 
.401 4 l^o.1"E

10.xM^‘a°5 J L;v 
&&&wm a solution in tbs £o»a of 

-^ ■^%r; 't-V -■**&. =%bo 
S B gii^) 

€MS 

Z Y Be^ . 
C iii fun 

sr 4— ‘J # 
6 ms 6 urn 

isiisass M» 'H #, f - *• S - 
 e w fisn 6'Uft 

oas co®fjTici®ats containing 

and the B ^ m sro giwn by 

£ *% •M*. V •■ . .J&. 
em *— * 

a , IS# % 

(&*X.) 



•ete© % £ . 

t!^ £d j 

and d&te |g atU 4 bdo - f; ed,~ ■' *** '-4#: 

!Eh© dg* dg arc rector© of length d in Si© 

direction x* y and a rosj^ctiroXy* no that is ite 

rector tram, fell© origin to a point also in t&© lattice,* S3i© 

3% to?© called tii© prtsltir© rooters of reciprco&l lattice 

space* HIGH SI©, ©spansion of the displacosacmts are made in 

tMs way* the Ixsondary condition f&ai cosjyoaponding atosa* 

at a distance apart along any cliroction d^, idler© 

lf£ is fell© m* of atoms' in the crystal on that sed.% shall 

Imre identical dlspl&costonis at fcba sari© tine* is isapoaed, 
tfnis is true sine© 

earn 
g,&. 

% % * 

& a no 

*o 

If w© suostitut© the shore expressions for 

2- X 21 mi \k ... & 
she tmt <?s{n* ^ *:2aii 

E f Y "Y 
€%i?si;t Cim 

4: ems ** g «ipii* 1L gTii 
# (B- 4 •exm 1 

>] 





fS m- % 
3 

* 

#1 

umzf) i m tL mm- #• 

j£ 4 £» # 
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St^ w ^ ©at •& an© mil istafpw, then 

Um mm is a«no fov (C. 4 # *)4m ©*■ Fm (4. #X *) m O*. the 

« gtfgs simply Uv<* Ito&m 

^ 0
S ^ 3afcO* *»» # B **«*»* * * s^ig 

ah© 

2si the remainder of the ©sspnossiaa we BOW have the restriction 

that £ ~ - £ * m sr. «m* ■». «* 

In order for the displacements to he real w© s&ts-t 

hmv© the ©caidition that 
« 

X .**. If .   sin ** ••**•*» 

Y ■;«: "Y** * m%. -jj *ss*» 

s ®s,* ■ 

so that the hegronglan heoomos 

„ T" mS'Vx T* £ 4r ’W* <$ 9i 4 I.■ « -— Z  lr«im‘ tsm hail CJ8I1: 
€m 

'WW3*2 oooil'Bx) * Wea {s ~ 2 ooailrl2 5 

# 1 <£ - 2 cm 2 TTB )? essa «am iig\) 

[*««* **»U **«■»z" ml* 

[s ■*. a ©os s * f|r 
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